SATURN RECORDS
NEW RELEASE ANNOUNCEMENT

SR-UP 0215 "SUPER-SONIC JAZZ"

by

SUN RA and his ARKESTRA

TODAY IS THE SHADOW OF TOMORROW, BECAUSE COMING EVENTS CAST THEIR SHADOW BEFORE.
"THE MUSIC IS ALIVE", IT IS NOT THE SHADOW, IT IS THE REALITY IN A PREVIEW FORM.

SUN RA HAS RECEIVED WRIT-UPS IN JAZZ HOT (PARIS, FRANCE) THE WASHINGTON POST,
BONAIRE, METRONOME, JAZZ TODAY, CHICAGO DAILY NEWS, PLAYBOY AND OTHER WELL KNOWN
PUBLICATIONS.

THIS ALBUM IS SURE TO BE A COLLECTOR'S ITEM, BUY YOURS NOW..........................

TWO UNUSUAL ALBUMS ARE FEATURED ON THIS MOST UNUSUAL ALBUM OF SOUND..............
JOHN GILMORE, tenor; THOMAS PATRICK, baritone and alto; WILLIAM COGRAN and
ROBERT DARBY, drums; TILDEN GREEN, electronic bass; ART HOLT, trumpet;
CHARLES DAVIS, baritone; VICTOR SHIELDS, bass; JIM HERDON, timpani, and tymbali;
JULIAN PRIESTER, trombone; JAMES SCATES, alto, le SUN RA, piano......................

THERE IS NOTHING NEW UNDER THE SUN, BUT THE MUSIC OF THE SUN IS NEW BECAUSE THE SUN
IS THE PAGE-SETTER OF TOMORROW.

SINGLE RECORDS BY SUN RA

CALL FOR ALL DEMONS.......SATURN
MEDICINE FOR A NIGHTMARE.....URACK
SUPER-BLONDE............SOFT TALK

FORTHCOMING RELEASES

MUSIC FOR MENTAL THERAPY
VELVET
ROCKET TO OUTER SPACE
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